Counselling needed

RAVENSHOE: David Anthony

FOR many people the first anniversary of the Ravenshoe cafe gas explosion is just the beginning as the trauma associated with the tragedy really sets in.

This is one of the reasons, Ravenshoe Community Centre (RCC) is seeking funding to extend the tenure of its full-time counsellor Catie Teece another two years. Ms Teece’s counselling services are in huge demand.

Ms Teece is assisting 53 people affected by the freak accident that claimed two lives and injured 18 others on June 9 last year. Sadly, about 50 more people are anxious to seek Ms Teece’s counselling services as well.

So heavy is the workload, RCC staff and committee are considering asking for funding for a second counsellor. Ms Teece was appointed to the position in August last year, two months after the disaster.

RCC committee president Priscilla Clare said it was clear Ravenshoe needed a fulltime counsellor to continue after this August.

Ms Clare said those injured continued to cope with the physical trauma of the disaster, but the psychological trauma was coming to the fore.

RCC has found support from the Member for Dalrymple, Shane Knuth, who is lobbying the Queensland Government to extend the counsellor position.
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Cold days, hot deals

Suzuki is serving up hot deals with Auto upgrades and bonus accessories on selected models.

For details, call Chano Yentin’s All Wheel Drive Centre on 4030 5400 or visit www.allwheeldrivecentre.com.au

*Offer Automatic Transmission upgrade on selected new Suzuki vehicles. **Offered on occasions or extended 365 model Suzuki vehicles or after-sale deals at our dealers discretion with delivery by end of June 2016. Application to participating 2016

Way of Life

Suzuki

CAPPED PRICE SERVICE PLAN OFFERS OPTIONS

$35K

FREE FITTING & BALANCING

NOBODY BEATS OUR 4 STORE BUYING POWER

CENTRAL TYRE SERVICE

FOR JUNE 2016

235/45 R17 $125 PASSENGER

195 R14 $105 LIGHT TRUCK

245/70 R16 $210 4WD

Mossman distributor for Goodyear, Michelin, Goodrich & General Tyres

Latest wheel alignment equipment & mechanical services at all branches.

SPECIALS

ATHERTON

MARBLEBA

MALLOWA

MOSSMAN

4093 1122

4092 2290

4098 0500

4098 1902

Facebook.com/thetablelander